GRANITE KERB
COMPACTED
SUB-GRADE
CONCRETE FOOTING
EXPANSION JOINT
REFER DETAIL 401.07
95% MMDD
JOINT IN CONCRETE FOOTING SHOULD BE ALIGNED TO EDGE OF GRANITE KERB

GRANITE KERB GROUTING
REFER DETAIL 401.08

MIN 5000 (TO NEAREST FULL KERB)
(MINIMISE CUTS TO STANDARD KERB LENGTH)

PLAN - GRANITE KERB GROUT AND EXPANSION JOINTS

EXPANSION JOINT
REFER DETAIL 401.07

ELEVATION - TYP EXPANSION JOINT

95% MMDD
COMPACTED
SUB-GRADE

CONCRETE FOOTING

JOINT IN CONCRETE FOOTING SHOULD BE ALIGNED TO EDGE OF GRANITE KERB